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In 1969, R.H. Bing asked in his paper “The elusive fixed-point property” [2], if each tree-like 
continuum has the fixed-point property. David Bellamy [l] answered Bing’s question in the 
negative in 1979. He gave an example of a tree-like continuum which admits a fixed point free 
mapping. We prove in this paper that certain inverse limits of simple nods, have the fixed point 
property. Our theorem generalizes, in the case of simple n-ods, the fixed point theorem in [4]. 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54825; 
fixed-point property tree chain 
A continuum is a nondegenerate compact connected metric space. A continuous 
function will be referred to as a map or mapping. A continuum X has the Jixed-point 
property provided that whenever f is a mapping of X into itself, there is a point x 
in X such that f(x) = x. 
Let T be a simple n-od in the plane with branchpoint (0,O) and edges {Li}yzr. 
We assume that n 2 3. For each 1 .j < ‘G n, let 7; = IJ{_, Li. We notice that T, = L, 
and T,, = T. 
Theorem. Suppose that X = lim,{ T, bj+‘}, where, for each i 2 1, b:+‘(O) = 0, and 
bi+‘( q) = Tj for 1 s j s n. Then X has the fixed point property. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof given in [4]. For the most part, we use the 
notation introduced in that paper. 
Let d denote the metric on X and, for each i 2 1, let rri be the projection mapping 
of X onto T. Let p be the point of X such that 7ri( p) = 0 for each i 3 1. For 1 s j G n, 
let fi = lim,{ q, bj”l-,}. We assume that f is a fixed point free mapping on X and 
that E is a positive number for which d(x,f(x)) 2 E for each x E X. 
First we point out that 
if x E X, 1 c k s n - 1, and there is an integer N such that nN(x) 
is not in Tk, then for i 2 N, ri(x) is not in Tk. (*) 
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Suppose that (*) is not the case. Then there is a point x E X, an integer 1~ k < n - 1, 
and integers N and i with iV < i such that rN(x) rr! Tk but a(x) E Tk. However, this 
implies that rrN(x) = bha(X) E Tk, which is a contradiction. 
We consider the point f( p) in X. Let k be the largest integer in { 1,2, . . . , n} such 
that ri(f(P))E Lk for some i2 1. So, if N is an integer such that rrN(f(p))~ Lk, 
then it follows from (*) and the choice of k that for i 5 IV, ri(f(p)) E Lk. Hence, 
we may choose a positive integer m large enough so that rr,,, is an E-map and so 
that for i 2 m, ri(f( p)) E Lk. Also, for i 3 m, since rr,(p) = 0 and ni is an e-map, 
we have that ri(f( p)) # 0. So, in fact, for i 2 m, ri(f( p)) E Lk - (0). 
Let 6 be a positive number such that if x E X and d(x, p) < 6, then d(f(x), 
f(p)) <;a and n,f(x) E Lk -{O}. Suppose that 1-3 m and ~~ is a S-map. Since 
p E rr;‘(O) and diam(T;‘(O)) < 6, it follows that if x E rr;‘(O), then d(x, p) < 8 and 
rr,f(x) E Lk -{O}. Therefore, rr,&r;l(O) c Lk - (0). By (*), we actually have that 
7r~~~~1(0)CU~=k Li-(0). 
Let r be a positive integer such that r 2 m and vr, is a &map. Define an E-tree 
chain X of X such that 
(1) R has exactly one junction link I-I,, 
(2) {H{}~~$ is a chain of links of X for each k ~j s n such that H’, = I-&, and, 
for each 1s is u(j), Hi does not intersect fi-, (if k = 1, then for j= k, we let 
e-r= O), 
(3) r;‘(O) c I-&, and there is an integer s E {1,2,. . . , u(k)} such that f( r;‘(O)) c 
HF, and 
(4) if k#l, ~,(lJ~-U{H,~k~j~n,O i s G u(j)}) c Tk-l. The definition of an 
e-tree chain and an argument similar to the one we are about to give can be found 
in [3]. For each k <Jo n, we assume that the links of {H{}yLj? are subscripted so 
that Hi-, intersects Hi for each 1 =G is u(j). 
Let q be a point of Hi,,, n fk. Choose an open set V containing m;‘(O) such 
that vc Ho and if XE V, thenf(x)E Ht (see (3) above). Let K be the component 
of ?k - V that contains q. Let y be a point of the boundary of V which is also in K. 
We will show that K c U {H: ] 0 s i s u(k)}. Suppose that K is not a subset of 
U { Hj 1 k < j c n, 0 c i G u(j)}. Then k # 1 and by (4), there is a point z in K such 
that n,(z) E Tk-l. Since r,(q) E Tk - Tk-, , it follows that 7~;l(O) intersects K. But 
K is a subset of the complement of V and 7r;‘(O) c V, which is a contradiction. 
Hence, K is a subset of U {H(I k < jc n, 0~ is u(j)}. Now, since K c ?k, it 
follows from (2) that K c IJ { Hf 10 s i c u(k)}. 
For each integer 0 c i G u(k), let 
Ri={xEH:nKIf(x)EU{Hjkli~j~u(k)}} 
and 
Si={xEHfnK~f(x)EX-u{Hjk(i~j~u(k)}}. 
Let R=U{RJO s is u(k)} and S=IJ {Silo si~u(k)}. Now, YER, qES, and 
R u S = K. Also, R and S are disjoint closed sets. But this implies that K is not 
connected, which is a contradiction. 
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We are indebted to Eldon Vought whose suggestions concerning the theorem in 
[4] led to the more general theorem in this paper. 
We now give two simple examples of continua which are inverse limits of 3-ods 
using only one bonding mapping and which satisfy the conditions of our theorem. 
For each example, we let Li, for i = 0,2,4, be the set of points in the plane given 
in polar coordinates by {(r, 0) IO. < r s 1,13 = $n}. Let T be the simple triod Lou L2 u 
L 4. 
Example 1. Define the bonding mapping 6 : T + T by 
b ( u = identity, 
b(f, $7r) = (1, &7r), b(S, $r) = (0,O) for i = 0,2, 
b(l,$n)=(l,t(i-2)~) fori=0,2, and 
b is defined linearly otherwise. 
The bonding mapping is indicated in Fig. l(a) and the resulting inverse limit space 
in Fig. l(b). 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. 
Example 2. Define the bonding mapping b : T -+ T by 
b] L4 = identity, 
b($,O)=(l,$), b(+,O)=(O,O), b(l,O)=(l,O), 
b(;, $r) = (4, jl~), b(& &r) = (0, O), 
b(+,$r)=(l,$r), b(;,$)=(O,O), b(l,$r)=(l,O), 
and b is defined linearly otherwise. 
The bonding mapping is indicated in Fig. 2(a) and the resulting inverse limit 
space in Fig. 2(b). 
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Fig. 2. 
Of course, one can produce considerably more complicated examples by choosing 
n larger than three and by using more than one bonding mapping. 
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